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Abstract 
         Wireless sensor networks are a relatively new technology for information 

gathering and processing. A sensor network usually consists of many, resource 

constrained sensor nodes. These nodes perform measurements of some physical 

phenomena, process data, generate reports, and send these reports via multihop 

communication to a central information processing unit called sink. Depending on 

the scenario, information gathering and processing is collaboratively performed by 

multiple sensor nodes, e.g., to determine the average temperature in a certain area. 

      Sensor networks can be used in a plethora of application scenarios. Emerging 

from military research, e.g., sensor networks for target tracking in a battle field, 

sensor networks are nowadays used more and more in civil applications such as 

critical infrastructure monitoring. For ensuring the functionality of a sensor network, 

especially in malicious environments, security mechanisms are essential for all 

sensor networks. However, sensor networks differ from classical (wireless) networks 

and this consequently makes it harder to secure them. Reasons for this are resource 

constraints of the sensor nodes, the wireless multihop communication, and the 

possibility of node compromise. Since sensor nodes are often deployed in unattended 

or even hostile environments and are usually not equipped with tamper-resistant 

hardware, it is relatively easy to compromise a sensor node. So, the sensor network 

can suffer from various types of attacks and threats. Among them, a mentionable 

attack is node clone. In node clone attacks, an attacker seizure a node and gets all the 

credential like ID, cryptographic key, code, data, etc., of that node. With this 

information the adversary made more replica node in the network. Various schemes 

have been offered for identification of node clone attacks. But they have some 

limitations. This work proposes a centralized system for clone identification. We 

split the network into segments and select an inspection node for each segment. 

Inspection node identifies a clone node by checking the node’s ID and cryptographic 

key. We also proposed honeypot technique which increases the replica detection 

performance. Finally, we provide solution for two cases of blacklisted replica nodes: 

The cases are when the cluster head compromised and the when the normal node is 

compromised. Experimental shows that the solutions improve the network 

performance.

xii 
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CHAPTER 1 
        Introduction 

Presently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been viewed as an auspicious 

technology. A typical WSN composed of large number, minimal cost sensor node which work on 

restricted battery power and are involved in the inaccessible and hazardous environment. Sensor 

nodes can sense peripheral event, combine the sense statistics and transmit it. WSNs are applied 

in a wide variety of applications such as patient monitoring, military surveillance, ecological 

disorder nursing, the internal wildlife of sea monitoring, underwater mineral mining, etc. [1]-[3]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1: A typical structure of wireless sensor networks redrawn from [4]. 
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       For cost limitation, it is not rational to shielding the sensor node which can protect them 

from environmental stimuli. So, sensor nodes are vulnerable with various threats [5]. As 

mentioned earlier, sensor nodes are engaged in unreachable area, they are susceptible to various 

attacks such as replication attacks. An attacker physically captures one or multiple original nodes 

and get all credential such as ID, cryptographic key, code, data, etc. The attacker can make 

clones with the captured credential and insert them in its desired location within the network. 

These clone nodes have the same identity and can get confidential information from the 

legitimate nodes; they might be treated as an original node and can participate in network 

activities. The replication attacks can lead to various deceptive attacks like inject false 

information, DoS attack, black hole attack, signal jamming etc. which degrade the sensor 

network performance [6]. 

 

1.1 Applications of Wireless Sensor Networks 
     The rapid evolution of sensor's technology has led to the design of very small and smart 

sensors, which allow WSNs to be employed in various applications. WSNs' applications can be 

categorized mainly into two categories, namely monitoring and tracking [7]. In Figure 1.2, we 

summarize the classification of WSNs' applications. 

 

1.1.1 Monitoring 
    Monitoring is used to analyse, supervise and carefully control operations of a system or a 

process in real time [8]. Wide range of WSN-based monitoring applications are used. Below 

some of them are briefly presented. 
1. Environment: monitoring of water quality, weather, pressure, temperature, seismic 

phenomena, vibration and monitoring of forest fires. 
 

2. Agriculture: irrigation management and humidity monitoring. 
 

3. Ecology: monitoring of animals in their natural environments. 
 

4. Industry: supply chain, inventory monitoring, industrial processes, machinery and 
productivity. 

 
5. Smart house: monitoring any addressable device in the house. 

 
6. Urban: self-identification, parking management, transport and circulation systems. 
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7. Health care: organs monitoring, wellness and surgical operation. 
 
     8. Military: intrusion detection. 

 

 

 
Figure: 1.2 WSNs applications 

1.1.2 Tracking 
     Tracking in WSN is generally used to follow an event, a person, animal or even an object. 

Existing applications in tracking can be found in various fields. 

    1. Industry: traffic monitoring, fault detection. 
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    2. Ecology: tracking the migration of animals in various areas. 

    3. Public health: monitoring of doctors and patients in a hospital. 

    4. Military: a WSN can be deployed on a battle field or enemy zone to track, monitor and    

locate enemy troop movements. 

 

1.2 Challenges in Wireless Sensor Networks 
 

Though WSN is a widely used wireless technique, it has many challenges. These challenges 

should be overcome to achieve maximum benefit. Some important challenges are: 

 Energy efficiency 

 Coverage 

 Security 

 Data aggregation 

 Minimum delay 

 Throughput 

 Scalability 

Energy Efficiency: The key functioning sustainability concern of WSN is its energy resource 

restriction. As WSN operates with limited energy, efficient uses of energy can maximize its 

lifespan. Most of the cases sensors are deployed in the unreachable and hazardous 

environment. That is why, they are difficult to replace or recharge. So, proper usage of 

energy is one of the key challenges. Efficient routing may overcome this issue and extend the 

network lifetime. Recently, many researchers are focusing on efficient usages of power or 
energy. 

Security: Security is another crucial issue of WSN. For unique characteristic of WSN, 

traditional security method of other networks may not be suitable. Lack of proper 

security mitigation would cause interruptions of network. Preventing access of data from 

unauthorized parties or from any malicious actions is very necessary. So, security management is 
also a major issue of WSN. 

Coverage: Sensors need to be deployed for forming a WSN. This deployment may be done 

randomly or in self-organizing system. Deployment process of sensors are not engineered or pre-
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determined. So, sensor nodes are scattered and topology formed in an ad-hoc manner. To better 

perform, a suitable topology needs to cover every area of the network. Uniform distribution of 

cluster heads (CH) is an influenced factor [9]. Position of CHs, too far or too close, is a reason of 
inefficient energy protocol [10]. 

Data Aggregation: Data aggregation is the combination of data arriving from different sources 

by using some functions such as suppression (finding and eliminating duplicates), minimum, 

maximum and average [11]. Data aggregation reduces number of transmissions. So, it is also an 

energy efficient technique. Sensed data of sensors should be collected at a single point. 

Typically, base station is that point. It may very on several protocols. Closely located nodes may 

sense same data. So, there is a possibility of data duplication at center point. A proper data 
aggregation mechanism can reduce duplication of data as well as transmission. 

Minimum Delay: Data should be quickly collected at base station without any sort of delay. It is 

also a primary objective of WSN.  A proper routing protocol as well as network topology can 
ensure the delivery of the data with minimum delay. 

Scalability: Scalability is a critical factor especially for sensor networks which contain large 

number of nodes and can be responsible for degradation of network performance as well. 

Topological changes in network such as network size and node density should not affect the 

performance of the network. Hence, routing protocols employed in WSN must be scalable 
enough to maintain the sensor states when it changes its state from sleep to ideal or vice versa. 

Throughput: Most of the times sensor must transmit its data to the BS; the required number of 
successful packet transmission of a given node per time is determined as throughput. 

 

 

1.3 Literature review 
In this section, we have briefly discussed the existing schemes for replica detection, their relative 

merits and demerits. 

 

The Line Select Multicast LSM method where proposed in [12]. The key theme of this protocol 

is, once a node proclaims its location to the neighbor nodes, one of them forward the location 
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claim towards the arbitrary chosen destination nodes. Every transitional node which belongs to 

that path will reserve the message. If a contradictory position claim ever intersects the line, then 

it considered as a replica node. After detecting the replica node, revocation procedure will 

activate. All intermediate nodes of the path need to reserve the message which will create higher 

memory overhead. 

 

In [13], authors proposed a centralized system named speed test scheme for a movable wireless 

sensor network. This method works on position and the consistent time info. Here a node must 

communicate with its chronological position according to a neighbor list from a regular time 

interval. This method needs a precise time harmonization and dynamic position. For dynamic 

position we have to depend on undependable ideal signal or must arrange an expensive GPS 

system [14]. 

 

In [15] authors proposed NBDS method. In their method, when a node travel in the new position, 

should broadcast a retorting claim to its present neighbor. The present neighbor, then forwards 

the retorting claim to its ancient neighbor. The ancient neighbor verifies neighbor table for the 

corresponding node ID. If match found, old neighbor sends notification to the base station (BS). 

Otherwise, the node is considered as a migrated node. The ancient neighbor refers a test for 

crosscheck the presence of that node to its neighborhood. When the node found in its old 

location, it is considered as a clone. If the cancelation message was not received by the present 

neighbors in the specified time slot, then they received the node as neighbor. Still a smart 

attacker may avoid the clone identification process. This method also suffers from high 

communication overhead. 

 

In [16], authors proposed note-based scheme is proposed. The basic idea of the protocol is, 

claimer node selects a reporter node randomly from the neighbor set and demand a signature 

note. When claimer node receives the sign note, claimer node first checks; then onwards the 

claim. After receiving the claim, correspondent node produces observer nodes for the claimer 

node. Then onward the claim to the observer node. If any observer node obtains two claim notes 

bearing similar ID but dissimilar neighbor list at one restatement, declare replication attack. This 

method has extra overhead for the reporter selection process. The clone identification based on 

the individuality of the neighbor list that can’t be guaranteed in every case. 
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Randomized efficient and distributed RED protocol was described in [17]. The key idea of the 

protocol is, an arbitrary value is announcing for every node of the network. Every node digitally 

gives a signature for their position-claim with ID and location. Then, they announce the claim to 

their neighbor nodes. With the arbitrary value, every neighbor produces some pseudo random 

positions of witness. They forward the position-claim to the positions of witness by a probability 

k. If the position of the nodes is smaller than a pre-set value from the witness positions, it 

reserves the position-claim. A conflict of position-claim is identified as a replication attack. In 

thinly spread sensor network, the performance of the scheme will reduce. Number of witness 

node might be larger which enlarge the memory overhead of the network. 

 

An area-based method is proposed in [18]. In their method, a node is elected as a central node 

which has the largest set of neighbor nodes. After that, the network is split with sub-zones. All 

sub-zones have an equivalent angle from the chief node. A witness node is assigned to all sub-

zone. A node forwards its position-claim to the witness node of that zone. When a position 

conflict is found by the witness node, then it announces a conflict message to each node of the 

network. Claim without conflict is forwarded to the central node for advance identification for 

replication attack in the sensor network. However, this scheme has high announcement overhead 

for identification of replica in sub-zone. 

 

Hierarchical node clone identification protocol is proposed in [19]. Proposed scheme founded on 

the bloom filter concept. The replica identification method is split into three stages. In pre-

distribution stage, nodes are initialized by cryptographic key and related factors needed for the 

bloom filter process. In election stage, cluster head selection in each round is performed by 

LNCA protocol [20]. In detection stage all cluster head cross check their member IDs with each 

other. If a node become a member of more cluster with same ID is identified as a clone. 

However, the scheme has extra communication overhead. Moreover, it requires huge number of 

bits for bloom filter. 

 

In [21], authors proposed a centralized scheme titled A Defense Mechanism Against Clone Wars 

in WSN. The identification is done by the base station. Every CH gathers their member ID and 

the location and sends to the BS. BS intersects each report received from the CH to identify 
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replica nodes. For checking CH is not compromised, the member information is shared with all 

the members belongs to that cluster. This scheme suffers with high communication and memory 

overhead. Moreover, for location information, we have to rely on undependable beacon signal or 

use expensive GPS system. 

 

1.4 Motivation 
       A sensor node deployed unattended in an insecure environment, such as in enemy territory 

or in a dense forest, is prone to serious threats like node replication attack. In a node replication 

attack, original node and its replica behave exactly the same way. They use the same keying 

materials and follow the same protocol. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish between a clone 

and its original node. Replica detection mechanisms rely on the abnormal behavior that would 

distinguish a replica from its original node. It is also a challenging task to identify the abnormal 

characteristics that will certainly detect a replica in the network. Replica detection mechanisms 

must monitor the nodes on a regular basis to identify the replicas. This requires additional power 

and radio resources. Since, the nodes in sensor networks are resource constrained, the detection 

mechanisms should minimize resource consumption. the longer replicas stay in the network, the 

more damage they can do to the network. Therefore, a faster replica detection mechanism is 

desirable. Deciding the number of nodes responsible to detect replica affects the performance of 

detection mechanisms. A single node such as BS leads to a single point of failure. Whereas, if all 

nodes are equally responsible for detecting a replica, then the communication overhead of the 

network is increased. Therefore, replica detection mechanisms must judiciously select the 

required number of nodes to detect a replica. Various schemes have been proposed by the 

researcher for node replication attacks. They have some common limitations such as high 

communication and memory overhead, use location information. for location information, we 

have to rely on undependable beacon signal or use expensive GPS system. This motivates to 

design an efficient node replica detection mechanism having higher detection probability, lower 

detection time, and lower communication overhead. 

1.5 Research Objectives 
 

The goal of this research work is to develop a new security scheme to prevent node replication 

attacks for WSNs. In order to meet these goal following objectives have been identified: 
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 To develop a segmenting and inspection node-based scheme to prevent node 

replication attacks for WSN. 

 To develop a scheme for provide second layer protection using honeypot security 

method. 

 To compare the performance of the proposed system with contemporary works. 

1.6 Outline of Methodology 
 

 The proposed scheme divides the whole network in to segments which will reduce 

communication overhead, searching time, memory requirements as well as provide better results 

to detect and prevent node replication attacks for WSN. To fulfill the objectives of the proposed 

research, detailed methodology is outline bellow: 

 

 The whole network has been divided with logical segments. 

 An inspection node has been selected by the BS from each segment other than CH. 

 Each inspection node scans each node of that segment for node replication with node ID, 

and cryptographic key. Then send their node replication attacks report to the BS. 

 BS combine those results obtained from inspection nodes and take necessary actions. 

 To protect inspection nodes from attacks, honeypot method has been used in the network. 

 Complete proposal has been simulated using simulation tools such as OMNet++. 

1.7 Organization of Thesis 
 

The subsequent parts of the thesis are organized as follows:  

 

Chapter 2: Wireless Sensor Network Security Issues  

An overview of security issues, challenges, layer wise different attacks of WSNs and node 

replication attacks detection techniques specially shortcoming of several existing protocol of 

node replication attacks.  

 

Chapter 3: Proposed Protocol  
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The proposed protocol has been described in this chapter. A new scheme to prevent node 

replication attacks for wireless sensor networks by an inspection node-based scheme, honeypot-

based scheme and solution for back listed replica nodes are also explained. 

 

Chapter 4: Simulation Results 

This chapter presents the performance analysis of the proposed node replication attacks detection 

protocol through simulation results. Performance improvement in terms of detection probability, 

communication overhead, energy consumption and detection time is investigated and compared 

with existing protocols.  

 

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 

 This chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the main ideas and some directions for future 

research. 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

Wireless Sensor Networks Security Issues 
 

      Sensors are randomly deployed to form WSN. These sensors have limited energy. 

Sensors are often deployed in unreachable and harsh environment. Due to cost limitation, 

sensors are not shielded which could fight against pressure, voltage and temperature 

changes. So, they are vulnerable to be captured and compromised by an adversary. 

 

2.1 Security Issues of WSN 
2.1.1 Confidentiality 
     To keep the secrecy of significant data transmission among sensor nodes, confidentiality is a 

primary issue. Usually a sending node encrypts important part of a packet; then the receiving 
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node decrypt the important part. Adversary are stuck of getting access at the important 

information without the same decryption keys. The application determines the type of 

information which must be encrypted. Sometimes, data in time packet encrypt or packet header 

are encrypted to secure identity of nodes [22, 23]. 

2.1.2  Authenticity 
    For secure communication, legitimate node identification is needed which depend on 

authenticity. Any node must verify even an accepted message comes from an original node. In 

the absence of authentication, attacker can easily inject false data in the network. Generally, for 

authentication the origin of a message, an annexed message authentication code possibly 

employed [24]. 

2.1.3  Integrity 
     Integrity assures that attackers cannot change the transmitted messages. Attackers 

are able to establish interference packets to modify their polarities. In addition, before 

forwarding them, a malicious routing node can alter significant data in packets. To find 

random errors throughout packet transmissions as a cyclic redundancy checksum 

(CRC) employed for detecting them, similarly keyed checksum, for example a MAC use 

to secure packets against changes [25]. 

2.1.4 Availability 
     Another significant capacity of a WSN is giving services at any time when they are 

needed is availability, anyway, attackers are able to activate attacks which reduce the 

performance of network or demolish the whole network. The most harmful danger to 

network availability is a denial of service [26]; it happens in situation that attackers, by 

sending radio interference, disrupting network protocols, or depleting the power of 

nodes through various tricky methods make the network unable to prepare services [27, 

28]. 

2.1.5 Freshness 
   Denotes that the received information is recent and updated. The previous data should not be 

repeated [29]. 
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2.1.6 Forward and Backward Privacy 
     New sensors are deployed and old sensor fail, so forward and backward privacy should 

maintain. For forward privacy, a sensor node should not be able to read any future message after 

it leaves the network. For backward privacy, a joining sensor node should not be able to read the 

previously transmitted message [30]. 

 

2.2 Security Challenges of WSN 
 

Formulating effective data aggregation, while protection privacy of data and integrity is a 

stimulating difficulty in wireless sensor networks since of the below factors: 

 

a) In WSN, trust management is difficult. Users in the wireless sensor networks are very keen to 

realize others’ personal information, and the communication is over public accessible wireless 

links, so the data collection is vulnerable to attacks that jeopardize the privacy. The 

communication of privacy sensitive data over civilian wireless sensor networks is regarded 

unpractical, without appropriate defense of privacy [31]. 

 

b) During in-network aggregation, adversaries can without difficulty change the intermediate 

aggregation outcomes and cause the final aggregation result deviate from the true value very 

much. Without security of data integrity, the data aggregation consequence is not reliable 

[32]. 

 

c) Data collection over wireless sensor networks does not trust in dedicated infrastructure. In 

several situations, the number of nodes responding a question is not distinguished before the 

data aggregation is directed. 

 

d) Resource restricted portable devices are not able to provide heavily computation and 

communication load. 

 

e) The necessity on accuracy of information collection (i.e., aggregated result) causes the 

existing randomized privacy-preserving algorithms not appropriate. In addition to the 
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mentioned factors, it is so difficult to secure privacy and integrity of data aggregation at the 

same time, since of typical privacy-preserving plans disqualify traffic peer monitoring 

process, which decrease the accessibility of information in a neighborhood to confirm data 

integrity [33]. 

 

2.3 Obstacles in Wireless Sensor Networks Security: 
     A WSN has many constraints compared to other networks; because of these constraints it is 

more difficult to directly deploy the traditional security approaches in WSNs. Therefore, to 

develop useful security mechanisms while borrowing the ideas from the existing security 

techniques, it is impressive to understand these constraints first as in [34]. 

 

2.3.1 Limited Resources: 
     All security techniques require a specific amount of resources for the implementation, 

including code space, data memory, and energy to power the sensor devices. However, these 

resources are very limited in a wireless sensor device. The two major limitations are storage 

space and battery power: 

 

1) Limited Storage Space and Memory: A tiny sensor device has a small amount of memory 

and storage space for the code. Indeed, to construct effective security techniques, it is 

necessary to limit the size of the security algorithm code. For example, Zigbex sensor type 

HBE has an 8-bit, 7.372 MHz ATmega128L RISC MCU with only 4Kb SRAM, 128 Kb 

flash memories, and 512 Kb flash storage [35]. 

 

2) Power Limitation: Another strongest constraint to wireless sensor capabilities is power 

energy. Once sensor nodes are deployed in a sensor network the energy must be conserved 

for prolonging the life of the individual sensor node and the entire sensor network. 

 

2.3.2 Unreliable Communication: 
    The secure network depends on a protocol, which eventually, depends on communication 

within the entire network. 
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1) Unreliable Transfer: Because of the inherent unreliable wireless routing in sensor network, 

packets may get damaged due to channel errors or dropped at highly congested nodes in the 

network. 

2) Conflicts: Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless sensor network, packets may collide in 

the middle of transfer and conflict will occur. 

3)  Latency: Latency is due to the multi-hop routing, congestion, and node processing delay in 

the sensor network. In the presence of latency, it is too difficult to achieve synchronization 

among sensor nodes. 

 

2.3.3 Unattended Operation: 
      The inherent unattended deployment nature of WSNs in an environment is open to adversaries 

attack and natural disasters such as bad weather and bushfires. Therefore, sensor nodes suffer 

physical attacks in such an environment. 

 

2.4 Attacks on Wireless Sensor Networks:  
        Why is security necessary in WSN? Due to the broadcast nature of the transmission medium 

wireless sensor networks are vulnerable. There is another reason of vulnerability of WSNs are 

nodes are often placed in a hostile or unattended environment and they are not physically safe. 

Most of the threats and attacks against security in wireless sensor networks are almost similar to 

their wired counterparts while some are exacerbated with the inclusion of wireless connectivity. 

WSNs are usually more vulnerable to various security threats because the unguided transmission 

medium is more susceptible to security attacks, but also through traffic analysis, privacy 

violation, physical attacks and so on [36]. Various kinds of security attacks with corresponding 

layers are illustrated in figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Attacks of WSN with corresponding network layers. 

 

2.4.1 Jamming 
     Jamming is a DOS attack at physical layer. Jamming interferes with the radio frequencies that 

a network’s nodes are using. A jamming source may either be powerful enough to disrupt the 

entire network or less powerful and only able to disrupt a smaller portion of the network. It 

creates radio interference and resource exhaustion. To defend against jamming involve variations 

of spread-spectrum communication such as frequency hopping and code spreading. Security 

class of this attack is modification. 

2.4.2 Tempering 
      Another DOS attack in physical layer is tampering. By physical access an attacker can 

extract sensitive information such as cryptographic keys or other data on the node. A 

compromised node creates, which the attacker controls by altering or replacing node. 

Vulnerability of this attack is logical. One defense to this attack involves tamper-proofing the 

node’s physical package. 
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2.4.3 Collisions 
     Collision is a DOS attack in the data link layer. When two nodes attempt to transmit on the 

same frequency simultaneously a collision occurs. A change will likely to occur in the data 

portion when packets collide and causing a checksum mismatch at the receiving end. The packet 

will then be discarded as invalid. An adversary may strategically cause collisions in specific 

packets such as ACK control messages. Error-correcting codes use to defend against collisions. 

2.4.4 Exhaustion 
      It is another type of DOS attack in link layer. An attacker can use repeated collisions to cause 

resource exhaustion. For example, a native link-layer implementation may continuously attempt 

to retransmit the corrupted packets. The energy reserves of the transmitting node unless these 

hopeless retransmissions are discovered or prevented. Applying rate limits to the MAC 

admission control is a possible solution of exhaustion. 

2.4.5 Unfairness 
     Unfairness is a weak of a DOS attack in link layer. An attacker, may cause unfairness in a 

network by using the above link- layer attacks. Instead of preventing access to a service outright, 

an attacker can degrade it in order to gain advantage such as causing other nodes in a real time 

MAC protocol to miss their transmission deadline. 

2.4.6 Sybil 
     The sensors in a WSN might need to work together to accomplish a task in many cases, hence 

they can use distribution of subtasks and redundancy of information. In such case a single node 

duplicates itself and presented in the multiple locations. The Sybil attack targets fault tolerant 

schemes such as multipath routing, distribute storage and topology maintenance. Sybil attack 

tries to degrade the integrity of data security and resource utilization that the distributed 

algorithm attempts to achieve. Any peer to peer network especially wireless adhoc network is 

vulnerable to sybil attack. Encryption and authentication techniques can prevent an outsider to 

launch a sybil attack on the sensor network. If a compromised node pretends to be two of the 

three nodes the algorithms used may conclude that redundancy has been achieved while in reality 

it has not. Public key cryptography can prevent an insider attack but it is too expensive to be 

used in the resource constrained sensor network. 
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2.4.7 Worm hole 
      Wormhole attack is a significant attack in WSN. This attack occurs at the initial phase when 

the sensors start to discover the neighboring information. In this attack there is no need 

compromising a sensor in the network. In wormhole attack, the attacker records the packets (or 

bits) at one location in the network and tunnels those to another location. The tunneling or 

retransmitting of bits could be done selectively. The simplest case of this attack is to have a 

malicious node forwarding data between two legitimate nodes. Wormholes convince distance 

nodes that they are neighbors, leading to quick exhaustion of their energy resources. An 

adversary situated close to a base station may be able to disrupt routing by creating a well-placed 

wormhole. 

2.4.8 Hello flood 
      HELLO Flood is a novel attack against sensor networks. This attack uses HELLO packets as 

a weapon to convince the sensors in WSN. Many protocols require nodes to broadcast HELLO 

packets to announce themselves to their neighbors and a receiving node may assume that it is 

within normal radio range of the sender. This assumption may be false because a laptop class 

attacker broadcasts routing or other information with large enough transmission power could 

convince every node in the network that the adversary is its neighbor. For example, an adversary 

advertises a very high-quality route to the base station to every node in the network could cause a 

large number of nodes to attempt to use this route, but those nodes sufficiently far away from the 

adversary would be sending packets into oblivion. The network is left in a state of confusion. 

This attack wastes node’s energy due to laptop class attacker and creates routing delay. The 

network architecture of this attack is traditional wireless sensor network. 

2.4.9 Spoofing 
     This is the most common direct attack against a routing protocol. This attack mainly targets 

the routing information exchanged between the nodes. In order to disrupt traffic in the network, 

an attacker may spoof, alter or reply routing information. These disruptions include the creation 

of routing loops, extending and shortening source routes, attracting or repelling network traffic 

from select nodes, partitioning the network, generating fake error messages and increasing end-

to-end latency. Authentication is the standard solution for these attacks i.e. routers will only 

accept routing information from valid routers. 
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2.4.10  Flooding 
     Flooding is a DOS attack in transport layer. A protocol becomes vulnerable to memory 

exhaustion through flooding when it maintains at either end of a connection. An attacker may 

repeatedly make new connection requests until the resources required by each connection are 

exhausted or reach a maximum limit. In either case, further legitimate requests will be ignored. 

Disrupt communication is one of purpose of this attack. It creates resource exhaustion and 

reduces availability. 

2.4.11  Desynchronization 
      Disruption of an existing connection is desynchronization. For example, an attacker may 

repeatedly spoof messages to an end host, causing that host to request the retransmission of 

missed frames. With proper timing, an attacker may degrade or even prevent the ability of the 

end hosts to successfully exchange data. A possible solution to this type of attack is to require 

authentication of all packets communicated between hosts. The authentication method would be 

secure as an attacker will be unable to send the spoofed messages to the end hosts. Vulnerability 

of this attack is logical. 

2.4.12  Node Replication  
      The low-cost sensor nodes lack protective shield that would allow unauthorized access to 

their functional units such as memory, processing and communication. It is infeasible to 

manufacture tamper-resistant sensors due to cost-constraint. Deploying such vulnerable sensors 

in unsupervised environment encourages an adversary to launch physical attack with a little 

effort. In node replication attack, an adversary physically captures a node from its deployed 

location. She then accesses the memory, processing, and communication unit of the captured 

node, and steals relevant information such as identity, secret keys, intrusion detection 

characteristics etc. Using the stolen information, it then generates a number of replicas of the 

captured node by incorporating useful stolen information, and deploys them back into the 

network. These replicas operate under the control of the adversary. They behave like a legitimate 

node, and participate in the communication using the stolen keying materials. The aim of an 

adversary in node replication attack is to control the network activities using replicas. An 

adversary may either extract useful data from the network or hinder the network operations. With 

the help of replicas, an adversary can launch insider attacks such as wormhole, selective 

forwarding, hello flooding, false data injection etc. An adversary can perform all of the above 
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mentioned activities only by compromising a single node in the network. Therefore, node 

replication is considered as one of the most serious threats in WSN [37, 38].  

      One of the important characteristics that make a node replication attack more challenging is 

to differentiate between a legitimate node and its clone. Since, replicas execute the same network 

protocols and have the same keying materials as that of an original node, they pass all 

authentication and verification process. Most of the solutions reported in the literature 

recommends for the detection of existence of replicas in the network [39]. These schemes mostly 

use the parameters such as position, a unique set of neighboring nodes etc. that can differentiate a 

replica from its original node. 

 

2.5 Approaches of Node Replication Attacks in WSN 
      Solutions to replication attack should follow three key design goals for replica detection 

schemes. First, replica nodes should be detected with minimal communication, computational, 

and storage overheads. Second, the detection schemes should be robust and highly resilient 

against an attacker’s attempt to break them. More specifically, the schemes should detect replicas 

unless the attacker compromises a substantial number of nodes. Finally, there should be no false 

positives, meaning that only compromised and replica nodes would be detected and revoked. 

This is important to prevent the attacker from turning a replica detection scheme into a tool for 

denial of service attacks. 

     Replication attack detection protocols mainly classified as in two categories: Centralized and 

Distributed approaches. These approaches have their own merits and demerits. The main idea of 

these schemes is to have nodes report location claims that identify their positions and attempt to 

detect conflicting reports that signal one node in multiple locations. This requires every node to 

sign and send a location claim, and verify and store the signed location claim of every other 

node. 

 

2.5.1 Centralized Detection Approaches 
2.5.1.1 Simple Approach 
     In a simple Centralized approach, the Base Station (BS) acts as centralized entity, each node 

sends a list of its neighbor nodes and their claimed locations to a base station. If the base station 

finds that there are two far distant locations for one node ID, then the node clone must have 
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occurred. The BS simply broadcasts through the whole network to expel the cloned nodes. Then, 

the BS will revoke the replicated nodes. This solution has several drawbacks, for instance: Single 

point of failure (BS) or any compromise to BS, and high communication cost due to the relevant 

number of exchanged messages. Furthermore, the nodes closest to the base station will receive 

the brunt of the routing load and will become attractive targets for the adversary. The protocol 

also delays revocation, since the base station must wait for all of the reports to come in, analyze 

them for conflicts and then flood revocations throughout the network. A distributed or local 

protocol could potentially revoke replicated nodes in a more timely fashion. 

 

2.5.1.2 Local Detection (SET) 
     Next proposed solutions rely on local detection [40]; using localized voting mechanism, a set 

of neighbors can agree on the replication of a given node that has been replicated within the 

neighborhood. However, this kind of method fails to detect replicated nodes that are not within 

the same neighborhood. SET manages to reduce the communication cost of the preceding 

approach by computing set operations of exclusive subsets in the network. First, SET launches 

an exclusive subset maximal independent set (ESMIS) algorithm which forms exclusive unit 

subsets among one-hop neighbors in an only one disjointed subset which are controlled by a 

randomly decided leader. 

     Then those subsets, as in the basic scheme, are transmitted by leaders to the base station such 

that it can construct all nodes locations and detect clones. Since the subset division procedure 

eliminates redundancy in the node location reports, SET lowers the communication cost. 

However, in order to prevent malicious nodes in the ESMIS algorithm, an authenticated subset 

covering protocol has to be performed, which increases the communication overload and 

complicates the detection procedure. SET also employs a tree structure to compute non-

overlapped set operations and integrates interleaved authentication to prevent unauthorized 

falsification of subset information during forwarding. Randomization is used to further make the 

exclusive subset and tree formation unpredictable to an adversary. 

 

2.5.1.3 With the Context of Random Key Predistribution 
    Brooks et al. [41] propose a clone detection protocol in the context of random key 

predistribution. The basic idea is that keys that are present on the cloned nodes are detected by 

looking at how often they are used to authenticate nodes in the network. First each node makes a 
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counting Bloom filter of the keys it uses to communicate with neighboring nodes and appends a 

nonce. Then Bloom filter and nonce are transferred to base station, which will count the number 

of times each key is used in the network. Key usage exceeds a threshold can be thought of as 

suspicious. In fact, it is detecting cloned keys rather than cloned nodes. In the protocol, every 

node reports its keys to a base station and then the base station uses a statistical approach to find 

cloned keys. A big problem in this kind of approaches is the high false negative and positive 

rates. Furthermore, honesty of the malicious nodes while reporting their keys is uncertain. 

 

2.5.2 Centralized Detection Approaches 
    Distributed detection approaches can be classified broadly in to three categories: 
 
Node-to network Broadcasting, Witness Based strategy, and With Deployment knowledge. 
 

2.5.2.1 Node-to- Network Broadcasting 
    This detection approach utilizes a simple broadcast protocol. Basically, each node in the 

network uses an authenticated broadcast message to flood the network with its location 

information. Each node stores the location information for its neighbors and if it receives a 

conflicting claim, revokes the offending node. This protocol achieves 100% detection of all 

duplicate location claims if the broadcasts reach every node. This assumption becomes false 

when the adversary jams key areas or otherwise interferes with communication paths through the 

network. Nodes could employ redundant messages or authenticated acknowledgment techniques 

to try to thwart such an attack. In terms of efficiency, this protocol requires each node to store 

location information about its d neighbors. One node’s location broadcast requires O(n) 

messages, assuming the nodes employ a duplicate suppression algorithm in which each node 

only broadcasts a given message once. Thus, the total communication cost for the protocol is 

O(n2
). Given the simplicity of the scheme and the level of security achieved, this cost may be 

justifiable for small networks. However, for large networks, the O(n2
) factor is too costly, so we 

investigate schemes with a lower cost. 
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2.5.2.2 Witness Based Strategy 
    Most of the existing distributed detection protocols [41], [42], [43] adopt the witness finding 

strategy, in which each node finds a set of sensor nodes somewhere as the witnesses for checking 

whether there are the same IDs used at different locations, to detect the replicas. 

     In the Line Selected Multicast (LSM) [12] protocol, uses the routing topology of the network 

to detect replication, each node which forwards claims also saves the claim. That is, the 

forwarding nodes are also witness nodes of a node which has the node ID in a claim. Therefore, 

LSM gives a higher detection rate than that of RM. However, both protocols have relatively 

lower detection rates compared with RED. 

     In the Randomized Efficient Distributed detection (RED) protocol [17], a trusted entity 

broadcasts a one-time seed to the whole network. The location of the witness node of a node is 

determined from the node ID and the seed. Because the seed changes every time, an attacker 

cannot specify the location of a witness node in advance. The authors of RED said one can also 

use distributed protocol without a trusted entity such as a local leader election mechanism to 

create a one-time seed. However, the authors did not mention how to create it; moreover, the 

local leader election mechanism creates a local leader from a small number of sensor nodes. 

Even worse, the method does not consider the existence of compromised nodes. Therefore, we 

cannot use it to create a global leader of a sensor network composed of a large number of nodes 

with some of them compromised. 

    In Localized Multicast – (SDC, M-PMC) [12] scheme, each node sends a location claim 

message to a predetermined cell which is grouped in a geographically separated region. Upon 

arriving at a cell, this message is broadcasted and stored probabilistically at the witness nodes 

within the cell. Therefore, the detection rate and the communication overhead are tightly related 

to the number of nodes and the fraction of witness nodes, which store the location claim message 

in a cell. However, this scheme is not robust when all nodes within a predetermined cell are 

compromised. 

    In the Single Deterministic Cells (SDC) and Parallel Multiple Probabilistic Cells (PMPC) 

approaches [40], a set of witness nodes located in the vicinity are chosen for each node by using 

a public known Hash function. Based on the assumption that there is a very efficient way to 

broadcast a pseudorandom number to all of the sensor nodes periodically, RED [17] also adopts 

the witness finding strategy to detect the node replication attacks but with less communication 

cost. The sensor network is considered to be a geographic grid. In the SDC protocol, witness 
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nodes candidates of one node are all nodes of a grid. The grid is statically determined by the 

node ID, but which nodes in the grid actually become witness nodes are determined randomly. In 

P-MPC, to increase resiliency to many compromised nodes, the candidate witness nodes for one 

node are all nodes of several grids. 

 

2.5.2.3 With Deployment Knowledge 
    Bekara and Laurent-Maknavicious proposed a new protocol for securing WSN against nodes 

replication attacks by limiting the order of deployment [44] and no knowledge of nodes 

deployment locations. Their scheme requires sensors to be deployed progressively in successive 

generations. Each node belongs to a unique generation. In their scheme, only newly deployed 

nodes are able to establish pair-wise keys with their neighbors, and all nodes in the network 

know the number of highest deployed generation. Therefore, the clone nodes will fail to establish 

pair-wise keys with their neighbors since the clone nodes belong to an old deployed generation. 

    Xing et al. [45] proposed an approach that achieves real-time detection of clone attacks in 

WSN. In their approach, each sensor computes a fingerprint by incorporating the neighborhood 

information through a superimposed s-disjunct code. Each node stores the fingerprint of all 

neighbors. Whenever a node sends a message, the fingerprint should be included in the message 

and thus neighbors can verify the fingerprint. The messages sent by clone nodes deployed in 

other locations will be detected and dropped since the fingerprint does not belong to the same 

―community‖. 

     Group deployment knowledge scheme [46] is based on the assumption that nodes are 

deployed in groups, which is realistic for many deployment scenarios. By taking advantage of 

group deployment knowledge, the proposed schemes perform replica detection in a distributed, 

efficient, and secure manner. The sensors can be preloaded with relevant knowledge about their 

own group’s membership and all group locations. Then, the sensors in the same group should be 

deployed at the same time in the location given to that group. Three schemes have been 

discussed: Basic, Location claim and multi-group approaches. A basic way to stop replica attack, 

each node only accepts the messages from the members of their own group (trusted nodes) not 

from other groups (untrusted nodes). It stops inter communication between groups. Advantage of 

this basic scheme is low communication and computational or memory overhead. But the 

problem is even honest nodes suffers for communication due to deployments points far away 

from their group. The network becomes poorly connected and not suitable for high resilient 
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applications. To solve this problem, scheme 2 also forwards messages from untrusted nodes as 

long as they provide provable evidence that they are not replicas, but based on only 

predetermined locations for replica detection. Scheme 2 Achieves high replication detection 

capability with less communication, computational and storage overheads than scheme 1. But 

there is risk of DoS by flooding fake claims. 

     To protect against this kind of aggressive adversary, every sensor node sends its neighbor’s 

location claims to multiple groups rather than a single group. This greatly improves our scheme’s 

robustness, while this scheme has higher communication overhead. It can provide a trade-off 

between the overhead and resilience to attack. This scheme provides very strong resilience to 

node compromise. Since Attacker needs to compromise multiple groups of nodes to prevent 

replicas being undetected. Disadvantage of this scheme is more overheads than scheme 2. 

 

2.6 Summary 
     In this chapter, we give vivid description about the wireless sensor networks security issues. 

We discuss the wireless sensor networks security issues, security challenges, obstacles in 

wireless sensor network security. We also discuss here layer wise classification of wireless 

sensor network attacks. Moreover, we elaborate here different approaches of node replication 

attacks with related protocols and their prose and corns. We also observed that, in spite of 

existing some good research, there exists some lacks of proper replica node detection technique. 

We have tried to overcome these lacks which described in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Proposed Node Replication Detection Scheme 
 

     The goal of the proposed protocol is to detect replica nodes in a wireless sensor network with 

higher detection probability, lower detection time, communication overhead and energy 

consumption. We used honeypot system for replica detection which increases the detection 

probability. Moreover, this protocol aims to provide two solutions for the blocked or removed 

replica nodes: One is for CH nodes and the other is for member nodes. This increase the 

performance of the wireless sensor network in terms of network lifetime.  

 

3.1 Network Model 
 

In this research, we have considered homogeneous network. The network architecture is 

hierarchical and composed with limited energy sensor nodes. The BS has enough energy and 

computation power which can’t be negotiated. All nodes are relatively static and organized 

randomly within the network. BS allocates all the resources needed by the nodes such as ID, 

cryptographic key, etc. All nodes can communicate directly to the BS. Here, the geographic 

location of nodes is not required. We also considered a communication channel, using this 

channel sensor nodes can notify the BS about replica identification. Our proposed protocol is not 

reliant on the routing and clustering protocol employed in the network. 
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3.2 Adversary Model 
 

We have considered the adversary as a powerful entity. An adversary can clone few 

legitimate nodes from the network and place them according to its desired location. When 

an adversary clones a node, it has full access to the credentials of that node such as ID, 

cryptographic key, code, data, etc. An attacker can compromise both a normal node and a 

CH node.  

 

3.3 Radio Model 
   We use first order radio model [49] for energy consumption analysis which is illustrated in 

figure 1. 

 
Figure 3.1: Radio energy model. 

For transmitting   bit message over distance d, the energy consumption can be defined by the 

following equation 3.1: 

         {
                               

                                 
          

Where       is energy for processing per bit,     and     energy consume for transmitting one 

bit to accomplish a tolerable bit error rate in free space and multipath model respectively. Where 

threshold d0 can be defined by the following equation 3.2: 

   √
   
   

                                                                                        

And for receiving   bit, the consumption is given by the following equation 3.3: 
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3.4 Protocol Description 
3.4.1 Inspection node-based method 
        In our proposed scheme, we first divide the sensor networks into segments. The basic idea 

is, one segment consists of one or more level of nodes of the network. Network segmentation is 

depicted in Figure 3.2. which we encouraged by [47]. In this method one or more level combined 

together and considered as a segment. Consider the Figure 3.2, where total nine level in the 

network. Three level combined and considered as a segment. So, the network is divided into 

three segments.  
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Figure 3.2: Divide the Network into segments. 

 

But this method works only for hierarchical network. This method will not work for the one hop 

communication network. So, we proposed a new segmentation scheme which work both the 

hierarchical and one hop communication networks. Here, we segment the network in a 

hexagonal shape. Number of segments is defined by the following equation.  

         Segn = Narea / Q ……………………………………………………. (1) 

Where Segn = Number of segments, Narea = Network area and Q is a variable which value may be 

varying 50, 100, 150, 200 and so on. Figure 3.3 depicts the proposed segmentation scheme. 
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Figure 3.3: Proposed hexagonal shape segmentation scheme 

        After that, one inspection node is nominated arbitrarily by the BS in each segment. Each 

inspection node broadcast a request note to all nodes in the corresponding segments for their ID 

and cryptographic key. Initially, the inspection node is empty. When a node first gives its ID and 

cryptographic key, inspection node stores the information. In case of remaining nodes, inspection 

node verifies the received ID and cryptographic key with the previously stored records. If no 

matched found, inspection node stores the ID and cryptographic key. If match found with the 

stored record, then inspection node identifies the node as a replica. When replica is found, the 

inspection node immediately sends a notification to BS for the cancelation of replica nodes. All 

the inspection node works in parallel manner within their corresponding segments for replica 
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node identification and send their notification to the BS. BS intersect all the reports received 

from the inspection nodes and take necessary action. BS checks all the inspection nodes in a 

regular interval to ensure that they are not compromised. In the next round, previously stored 

information is deleted from the memory of the inspection node for memory efficiency. 

Algorithm of the proposed scheme is outline in algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1 Inspection Node Based Detection Scheme 
 

Algorithm for Base station 
1: Divide the networks into segments S1, S2, S3, …………..Sn 

2: for each S1, S2, S3, …………..Sn do 

3:     select an inspection node Is  randomly. 

4: end for 

5. BS collect all the reports r1, r2, ………….., rn  from the inspection nodes. 

6. for each reports r1, r2, ………….., rn 

7.     BS made a complete replica node list. 

8. end for 

9. BS blacklist or remove those replica nodes from the networks. 

Algorithm for Inspection node 
1: for each Is1, Is2, Is3, …………...Isk  do 

2:     broadcast a request note to the remaining node of the corresponding segments to give them  

3:     ID and cryptographic key. 

4: end for 

5: for each node n1, n2, n3, ………..nr  do 

6:    send their ID and cryptographic key to their corresponding inspection nodes. 

7: end for 

8: for each Is1, Is2, Is3, …………...Isk  do 

9:     checks their corresponding nodes ID and cryptographic key with previously stored data. 

10:     if no match found then 

11:             Inspection node store the information of that node. 

12:     end if 

13:      if match found then  
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14:            Inspection node identifies the node as a replica node. 

15:            immediately send notification to the BS about the replica node. 

16:      end if 

17: end for 

 

 

 

3.4.2 Honeypot Identification Scheme 
       We use this scheme to improve the replica identification performance. In WSN, single node 

is not treated as a honeypot. All nodes working collectively are called honeypot. A honeypot 

architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Typically, a honeypot is dummy nodes with similar 

configuration of WSNs nodes. So, the adversary can’t discriminate among normal and honeypot 

nodes. Honeypot has no information about the other nodes of WSNs. They have no interaction 

with the network activities. Honeypot makes a deception for the adversary. Because the 

adversary thinks this is the real network [48]. 

     In this scheme, we proposed a honeypot deployment framework. We deploy the honeypot like 

a circular ring in the boundary region of the network. This is to reduce the installation cost and 

the network load. Honeypot is continuously monitored by the BS. When anyone tries to 

communicate with the honeypot, is considered as an attacker. Honeypot trap attacker ID, 

examine attack pattern, the amount of energy consumed for that attack and send notification to 

the BS without hampering the network activities. BS then informs all the nodes about the 

adversary.  So, all node are aware of the adversary before the original attack. This method 

improves the replica identification scheme. The algorithm is outline in algorithm 2. 

 
 
Algorithm 2 Honeypot Based Detection Scheme 
 

Algorithm for Base station 
1: for each node in honeypot h1, h2, h3, ……………….., hn 

2:     continue monitored by the BS 

3.     if anyone try to communicate with the honeypot then 

4.           It is an attacker 
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5.       end if 

6. end for 

7. for each attacker detailed from honeypot 

8.    add attackers in the block list 

9. end for 

10. for each node in the network n1, n2, n3, …………………., nk 

11.    alert about the attackers 

12. end for 
Algorithm for Honeypot  
1: for all attacker a1, a2, a3, ……………………., an 

2:     track their GPS, MAC, Unique ID 

3:     store attackers’ identity in the database. 

4: end for 

5: for all attacker a1, a2, a3, ……………………., an 

6:    monitor their activities and create a log for all activities. 

7: end for 

8: for all attacker a1, a2, a3, ……………………., an 

9:     analyze type of attacks using all the log of activities 

10:   calculate energy consumption by the attacker 

11:   send 

detailed to the 

BS includes 

attackers ID, type 

of attacks, 

consume energy 

12: end for 
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Figure 3.4: Honeypot system to protect the sensor network 

3.4.3 Solution for Blacklist Replica nodes 
      Most of the protocols only detect the replica node and block, or remove the nodes from the 

networks. This will degrade the network performance. There are two possible situations may 

occur which are mention bellow. 

1. When a CH is identified as a replica and removed or blocked from WSNs. 

2. When a normal node identified as a replica and removed or blocked from WSNs. 

For these situations, we provide solutions for the blacklisted or removed replica node from the 

networks. For case 1, when CH is blacklisted, then the BS will select a new CH among the rest 

of the member nodes based on height remaining energy. consider the situation in figure 3.5, a 

CH node compromised in cluster 5 (blue color) which have the height remaining energy. BS will 

immediately choose a new CH among the remaining nodes of that cluster (yellow color). 

 

 In case 2, when a normal node is blacklisted or removed, the other node will establish the 

connection with their shortest neighbor node according to distance. Consider the situation in 

figure 3.6 where a normal node is compromised (red color) then the network link will be 

disconnected. The other node will establish a link via a neighbor node according to the shortest 
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distance (green color) The   These solutions improve the network performance. The algorithm is 

outline in algorithm 3. 

 

 

Algorithm 3 Solution for the Blacklist Replica nodes 
 
1: BS analyze the all blacklisted nodes n2, n2, n3, ……………….,nk 

2: if the node is a CH node then 

3:     select a new CH from the remaining nodes in that cluster according to the height remaining  

4:     energy. 

5: if the node is a member node then 

6:     establish a link from the shortest neighbor according to distance from the neighbor set of  

7:     that member node. 

8: end if 
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Figure 3.5: Solution of CH node compromising. 
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Figure 3.6: Solution of normal node 

compromising. 

 

3.4.4 Security Analysis 
      The proposed scheme divides the networks into segments. Then create an inspection node in 

each segment randomly. An inspection node identifies the clone node by checking nodes ID and 

cryptographic key. We examine the algorithm one or more replica nodes. All the inspection 

nodes work in parallel manner. That is why, an adversary can’t create more replica node quickly 

within the network. In this scheme, no additional witness node is required. The question arises 

the inspection nodes may be compromised with the adversary. To protect the inspection node, 

BS will check them in a regular interval. 

      Moreover, we also add a honeypot scheme for replica identification which increases the 

identification probability. Any attempts to communicate with the honeypot is treated as an 

attacker. Honeypot instantly send the attackers ID, type of attack, attacker’s behavioral patterns 

etc. to the BS. BS then notifies all the nodes about the attacker before the real attack initiates. 

When an attacker’s ID and other valuable statistics is known by the legitimate node in the sensor 

network, it is quite impossible for the attacker to initiate node replication attacks within the 

networks. 
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3.5 Summary 
 

       In this chapter, a replica node detection scheme has been proposed. We have done this with 

three steps. First, an inspection node-based detection scheme: divide the whole network into 

segments, elect randomly an inspection node in each segment. Inspection nodes works in parallel 

manner. Each inspection node detects the replica node with checking the nodes ID and 

cryptographic key. In second step we detect replica node with a honeypot technique which 

improve the detection probability. In third step, we provide two solutions for the black listed 

replica nodes for CH node and the member node. These solutions significantly improve the 

network performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 
Results and Performance Evaluation 
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4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we have described performance of the proposed protocol evaluated through 

simulation study. For performance analysis, we have compared our protocol with Line select 

multicast LSM [12] and A Defense Mechanism Against Clone Wars in hierarchical based 

wireless sensor networks DMACW [21] protocol. We have used OMNeT++ simulator and 

considered a network with 100, 200, 300 and 400 sensor nodes which are deployed randomly. 

Network area is 1000X1000 meter2. The Base Station (BS) or Sink Node is placed on the edge of 

the network. We have considered simulation parameters as like Table 4.1 

 

 

Table 4.1: Network Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Network Area 1000 × 1000 meter2 

Number of Nodes 100, 200, 300 and 400 

Data Packet 512 bytes 

Node’s initial energy 100 Joules 

 

4.2 Simulation Environment 
 

We used OMNeT++ for the simulation. Here, nodes are randomly deployed and base station 

placed on the outside/border of the network. Each node contains a unique ID. From this 

structure, we used various parameters as shown table 4.1. Simulation environment for 100 nodes 

is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Sample code of this simulation is attached in the Appendix.  
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Figure 4.1: Simulated Network structure for OMNeT++ (for 100 nodes) 

 

4.3 Simulation Results with Various Metrics 
 We have simulated an inspection node based and honeypot detection scheme. We compared the 

proposed protocol with contemporary protocols. We have used detection probability with node 

variation of 100, 200, 300, and 400 nodes for performance measure. We also consider 

communication overhead, energy consumption during replica detection for the performance 

comparison. 

Probability calculation: we calculate the detection probability according to the following method  

P (Ei) = No. of times Ei occurs / No. of times the random experiment is performed. Where P (Ei) 

is detection probability. There are possible cases that an attacker might not be detected in the 

detection process. These possible reasons are described below: 

 

 

 

 

a) Some nodes of the network might be isolated and don’t join any tree, CH, or cluster. 

b) Some intelligent attacker may bypass the security algorithm. 
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c) There might be some situation the clone node place closely to the inspection node. Then the 

replicated node gives its ID and cryptographic key to the inspection node before the original 

node place its ID and cryptographic key. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Detection probability for 1 replica node. 

 

Figure 4.2 depicts the detection probability considering 1 replica node with node variation of 

100, 200, 300, 400 nodes. Average detection probability for the proposed protocol is 97%, 

DMACW protocol is 92% and the LSM protocol is 74%. 
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Figure 4.3: Detection probability for 5 replica nodes. 

 

Figure 4.3 depicts the detection probability considering 5 replica nodes with node variation of 

100, 200, 300, 400 nodes. Average detection probability for the proposed protocol is 97%, for 

DMACW protocol, is 87% and the LSM protocol, is 73% 

 

Figure 4.4 depicts the detection probability considering 10 replica nodes with node variation of 

100, 200, 300, 400 nodes. Average detection probability for the proposed protocol is 96%, 

DMACW protocol is 82% and the LSM protocol is 70% 
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Figure 4.4: Detection probability for 10 replica nodes 

 

Figure 4.5 illustrated for the comparison of communication overhead. Communication overhead 

is the (CO) means number of packets needed to send of received per node during replica 

detection procedure. Average packet transmission is smaller in the offered method for the 

communication among the inspection nodes and the BS. Average communication overhead for 

proposed protocol is 21 (for 100 node CO is 15, for 200 node CO is 20, for 300 node CO is 23, 

for 400 CO is 26 then we calculate the average CO like (15+20+23+26)/4), for DMACW 

protocol, is 32 and for LSM protocol is 41. Simulation result shows that the proposed scheme 

performs well with maximum detection probability and lower communication overhead. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of communication overhead. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 illustrated the energy consumption comparison between Proposed, DMACW and 

LSM protocols. Energy consumption of a sensor node is the sum of the energy consume by 

processor, transmitter, receiver and sensor functions. It is observed from the figure 4.6 that the 

energy consumption of proposed protocol is lower than LSM and DMACW protocols. This is 

because of lower communication overhead. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of energy consumption. 

 

 

In Figure 4.7 we illustrated the comparison of replication detection time. Replica detection time 

is the time different between the first replica deployed in the network and the first replica 

detected. From the figure, it is observed that the proposed protocol takes lesser time to detect the 

deployed replica in comparison to other schemes. Reason behind is that in the proposed protocol, 

each inspection node immediately detects the replica node and they work in parallel manner. In 

other protocols, detection is done by either witness node or BS.  
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of replica detection time 

 

    Average detection time for the proposed scheme is 24.5 sec., for LSM protocol is 33 sec. and 

for DMACW protocol is 41.5 sec. LSM protocol take less detection time than DMACW 

protocol. The reason is, in LSM, each intermediate node between the location claimer and its 

witness node caches the location claim. These intermediate nodes, in addition to the witness 

nodes also detect a replica when conflict occurs.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Conclusion and Future Work 
 

5.1 Conclusion 
 

     In this thesis, we have proposed techniques and mechanisms to improve the security of WSN 

against node replication attacks. Since node replication attacks can seriously disrupt the 

functionality of a WSN and nearly all WSNs are susceptible to node replication attacks, 

appropriate security mechanisms and protocols are required. 

a) In this research, we have proposed an inspection node based centralized system, but the 

inspection nodes work in a distributed manner. Replica node is identified by ID and 

cryptographic key. Here, no location information is needed for replica identification.  

b) Moreover, we have proposed a honeypot scheme which increases the detection 

probability. In addition, BS knows the attacker pattern and behaviour with the 

honeypot in advance. Then, BS alert all the nodes in the network about the adversary.  

c) Finally, we have provide two solutions for blacklisted replica nodes where CH and a 

normal node can compromise. This increases the network performance. Simulation 

results depict that the proposed scheme achieves maximum identification probability 

with low communication overhead, energy consumption and replica detection time. 

 

5.2 Future Work 
 

In future we will test this protocol for heterogeneous sensor networks. Because 

heterogeneous sensor networks compose of sensor nodes which contain different operating 

system and protocols. Machine learning scheme can be incorporate for learning the attacker 

types, pattern, consumed energy and other attributes for increasing the replica node detection. 
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Appendix A 
Sample Simulation Code 

Node.cc 
#include <Node.h> 
#include <Sink.h> 
#include<RANDOM.H> 
#include<custMsg_m.h> 
#include<algorithm> 
#include<string> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#include<cUtility.h> 
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Define_Module(Node); 
 
Node::Node() { 
    // TODO Auto-generated constructor stub 
    this->X = 0; 
    this->Y = 0; 
    batteryPower = 0.5; 
    this->G = 0.0; 
    this->type = 'N'; //Normal Node 
 
    //Sleep time 
    sleepTime = 0.10; 
 
    Efs = 10 * 0.000000000001; 
    Emp = 0.0013 * 0.000000000001; 
    Do = sqrt(Efs / Emp); 
 
    CHETx = 0.0; 
    CHERx = 0.0; 
    NETX = 0.0; //Node ETX 
    NERX = 0.0; //Node ERX 
 
    ETX = 50 * 0.000000001; 
    ERX = 50 * 0.000000001; 
 
    EDA = 5 * 0.000000001; 
 
    CHIndex = 0; 
    roundInterval = 1.0; 
 
    thresholdEnergy = 0; 
 
    noDataSentToCH = 0; 
    noDataSentToSink = 0;  
    Node::~Node() { 
    // TODO Auto-generated destructor stub 
 
//    dataQueue->clear(); 
//    delete dataQueue; 
 
} 
 
void Node::initialize() { 
    dataQueue = new cQueue;  //Queue for incoming message 
    chDataQueue = new cQueue; 
 
    wakeup = CreateCustMsg("Wakeup"); 
    noOfWirelessNode = getParentModule()->par("noOfWirelessNode"); 
    clusterHeadPercentage = getParentModule()->par("clusterHeadPercentage"); 
 
    this->netSizeX = getParentModule()->par("netSizeX"); 
    this->netSizeY = getParentModule()->par("netSizeY"); 
 
    SetCoordinate(); 
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    //Set Initial Cluster head and cluster 
    if (simTime().dbl() == 0.0 && getIndex() == (noOfWirelessNode - 1)) { 
        //endSimulation(); 
         k=25; 
        numOfColumn=sqrt(k); 
        numOfRow=k/numOfColumn; 
        int stageX=netSizeX/numOfRow; 
        int stageY=netSizeY/numOfColumn; 
 
 
        ev<<endl<<"numOfRow="<<numOfRow<< " numOfColumn="<<numOfColumn; 
 
        for(int j=0;j<numOfColumn;j++) 
        { 
            for (int i=0;i<numOfRow;i++) 
            { 
                clusterpositionX[i]=i*stageX; 
                clusterpositionY[j]=j*stageY; 
            } 
        } 
 
 
 
        ev<<endl<<"numOfRow="<<numOfRow<< " numOfColumn="<<numOfColumn; 
        for(int j=0;j<numOfRow;j++) 
               {ev<<endl; 
               for (int i=0;i<numOfColumn;i++) 
                   { 
                                  ev<<" ("<< clusterpositionX[i]; 
                       ev<<","<<clusterpositionY[j]<<")"; 
                   } 
               } 
ev<<endl; 
            createDataSet(0); 
            setRandomPosition(); 
        ClusterHeadSelection(0); 
 
        ClusterFormation(0); 
    } 
 
    /*********************************************************************** 
     * Initial schedule for each node 
     * *********************************************************************/ 
    scheduleAt( 
            simTime().dbl() 
                    + ((double) noOfWirelessNode - getIndex()) 
                            / (double) noOfWirelessNode, wakeup); 
} 
void Node::createDataSet(int roundno) 
{ 
    for (int i = 0; i < noOfWirelessNode; i++) 
    { 
        tempModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", i); 
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        tempNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempModule); 
        dataSet[i][0]=tempNode->X; 
        dataSet[i][1]=tempNode->Y; 
 
    } 
 
    for (int i = 0; i < noOfWirelessNode; i++) 
        { 
        ev<<endl<<"Node No:"<<i<<" X="<<dataSet[i][0]<<" Y="<<dataSet[i][1]; 
 
        } 
 
 
 
} 
 
void Node::setRandomPosition(){ 
    int globalRow=sqrt(k); 
             int globalCol=k/globalRow; 
 
 
 
 
 
  int stageX=netSizeX/globalCol; 
  int stageY=netSizeY/globalRow; 
 
 
  int x1,y1; 
 
for( int clstr=0;clstr<k;clstr++) 
    {int tmpDis=999; 
    int rowNo=clstr/globalCol; 
        int colNo=clstr%globalCol; 
        int lowX=stageX*colNo; 
        int highX=stageX*(colNo+1); 
        int lowY=stageY*rowNo; 
        int highY=stageY*(rowNo+1); 
 
                x1 = intrand(netSizeX); 
                y1 = intrand(netSizeX); 
 
 
                while(x1<lowX||x1>highX) 
                { 
                    x1 = intrand(netSizeX); 
                } 
 
                //int newY=netSizeY+stageY; 
 
                while(y1<lowY||y1>highY) 
                { 
                    y1 = intrand(netSizeY); 
                } 
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int nearestNode=0; 
int flag=-1; 
NearestNodeList[clstr]=-1; 
                for (int i = 0; i < noOfWirelessNode; i++) 
                   { 
                       tempModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", i); 
                       tempNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempModule); 
                       int newDis=CalculateDistanceNew(i,x1,y1); 
 
    if(tempNode->batteryPower>0 && tempNode->X>=lowX && tempNode->X<=highX && 
tempNode->Y>=lowY && tempNode->Y<=highY) 
                       { 
        ev<<endl<<" Distance From "<<i<<" "<<newDis<<" X="<<tempNode->X<<" 
Y:"<<tempNode->Y; 
                            if(newDis<tmpDis) 
                            { 
                                tmpDis=newDis; 
                                nearestNode=i; 
                                flag=1; 
 
 
                            } 
                       } 
 
                   } 
 
                NearestNodeList[clstr]=nearestNode; 
 
    } 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
for( int clstr=0;clstr<k;clstr++) 
    if(NearestNodeList[clstr]>0) 
    { tempModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node",NearestNodeList[clstr]); 
    tempNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempModule); 
        ev<<endl<<" ClstrNO: "<<clstr<<" Nearest Node:"<<NearestNodeList[clstr]<<" 
X:"<<tempNode->X<<" Y:"<<tempNode->Y; 
 
 
              //  tempModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node",nearestNode); 
               //                       tempNode = check_and_cast<Node 
*>(tempModule); 
 
 
//ev<<endl<<" Cluster 
No:"<<clstr<<"("<<rowNo<<","<<colNo<<")("<<lowX<<","<<lowY<<")("<<highX<<","<<highY<<
") Arbitary Pos: ("<<x1<<","<<y1<<") Nearest Node:"<<nearestNode<<" X:"<<tempNode-
>X<<" Y"<<tempNode->Y; 
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} 
} 
int Node::CalculateDistanceNew(int senderIndex, int x1,int y1) { 
 
    int senderX, senderY, receiverX, receiverY, baseDistance; 
 
    cModule *senderNode; 
    cModule *receiverNode; 
    Node *tempTargetModule; 
 
    senderNode = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", senderIndex); 
 
 
    tempTargetModule = check_and_cast<Node *>(senderNode); 
    senderX = tempTargetModule->X; 
    senderY = tempTargetModule->Y; 
 
    tempTargetModule = check_and_cast<Node *>(receiverNode); 
    receiverX = x1; 
    receiverY = y1; 
 
    baseDistance = (int) sqrt( 
            (receiverX - senderX) * (receiverX - senderX) 
                    + (receiverY - senderY) * (receiverY - senderY)); 
 
    return baseDistance; 
} 
void Node::ThresholdCheck() { 
    //If network remaining energy is less than or equal to threshold enerngy 
    //then end simulation 
    //int noOfNodeDied = getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied"); 
 
    double netRemainingEnergy = (double) (getParentModule()->par( 
            "totalRemainingEnergy")); 
 
    int roundNo = getParentModule()->par("roundNumber"); 
 
    if (netRemainingEnergy <= thresholdEnergy && roundNo > 0) { 
 
        getParentModule()->par("allNodeDieRound") = roundNo - 1; 
        getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied") = noOfWirelessNode; 
 
        int noOfNodeDied = getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied"); 
        WriteDeadNodeHistory(noOfNodeDied, roundNumber -1 ); 
        WriteNetworkEnergyHistory(roundNumber - 1); 
        int noOfCH = getParentModule()->par("noOfCH"); 
        CountCH(roundNumber - 1, noOfCH); 
        CountSinkPacket(roundNumber -1); 
        EV<<"netRemainingEnergy: " << netRemainingEnergy <<"roundNo: " << roundNo 
<<endl; 
        endSimulation(); 
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    } 
} 
 
void Node::handleMessage(cMessage *msg) { 
 
    int networkStatus = getParentModule()->par("networkStatus"); 
    double lastRoundTime = getParentModule()->par("lastRoundTime"); 
    roundNumber = getParentModule()->par("roundNumber"); 
    int noOfNodeDied = getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied"); 
 
 
    //If network remaining energy is less than or equal to threshold enerngy 
    //then end simulation 
 
    //noOfNodeDied = ThresholdCheck(noOfNodeDied); 
    /*Casting incomming msg to custMsg(Customize message)*/ 
    custMsg *inMsg = check_and_cast<custMsg *>(msg); 
 
    //Handle incoming data message 
    if (strcmp("DataMsg", inMsg->getFullName()) == 0) { 
 
        //Power consumtion for incomming message 
        if(this->type == 'C' && this->batteryPower >= 0) 
        { 
            //For Cluster head 
            this->batteryPower = this->batteryPower - this->CHERx; 
 
            if(this->batteryPower <= 0) 
            { 
                noOfNodeDied++; 
                getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied") = noOfNodeDied; 
 
                if (noOfNodeDied == 1) { 
                    getParentModule()->par("fstNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
                } 
 
                if (noOfNodeDied == 10) { 
                    getParentModule()->par("tenNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
                } 
 
                if (noOfNodeDied == noOfWirelessNode) { 
                    getParentModule()->par("allNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        inMsg->setPacketReachTime(simTime().dbl()); 
        chDataQueue->insert(inMsg); 
    } 
 
    //Initial setup 
    if (roundNumber <= 0 && getIndex() == noOfWirelessNode - 1) { 
        //EV << "Initial Setting round time and round number" << endl; 
        roundNumber = roundNumber + 1; 
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        lastRoundTime = simTime().dbl(); 
        getParentModule()->par("roundNumber") = roundNumber; 
        getParentModule()->par("lastRoundTime") = lastRoundTime; 
        getParentModule()->par("networkStatus") = 2; //Means now nodes will send data 
to sink. 
        //endSimulation(); 
    } 
 
    //Send data to CH 
    if (networkStatus == 2) { 
        if (this->type == 'N') { 
            SendDataToCH(); 
        } 
 
        if(getIndex() == noOfWirelessNode - 1) 
        { 
            //Means all data sent to CH and CH will send data to Sink 
            getParentModule()->par("networkStatus") = 3; 
        } 
    } 
 
    //Send data to Sink 
    if (networkStatus == 3) { 
        if (this->type == 'C') { 
            SendDataToSink(); 
        } 
 
        if(getIndex() == noOfWirelessNode - 1) 
        { 
            //Means all data sent to Sink, ready for setup round 
            getParentModule()->par("networkStatus") = 1; 
            //EV<<"All data sent to CH in round : "<<roundNumber<<endl; 
            //endSimulation(); 
        } 
    } 
 
 
    //Setup state 
    if (roundNumber > 0 
            && simTime().dbl() >= lastRoundTime + this->roundInterval 
            && getIndex() == noOfWirelessNode - 1 
           &&networkStatus == 1 
            ) { 
 
        roundNumber = roundNumber + 1; 
        lastRoundTime = simTime().dbl(); 
        getParentModule()->par("roundNumber") = roundNumber; 
        getParentModule()->par("lastRoundTime") = lastRoundTime; 
        ClusterHeadSelection(roundNumber); 
        ClusterFormation(roundNumber); 
        getParentModule()->par("networkStatus") = 2; //Means now nodes will send data 
to sink. 
    } 
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    if (msg->isSelfMessage()) { 
        custMsg *dataMessage = CreateCustMsg("DataMsg"); 
        dataQueue->insert(dataMessage); 
        scheduleAt(simTime().dbl() + sleepTime, msg->dup()); //Schedule after 0.5 
second 
    } 
} 
void Node::finish() { 
 
    WriteOneTenAllNodeDeadHistory(); 
 
    /*    cancelAndDelete(wakeup); 
     cancelAndDelete(data); 
     delete receiverNode; 
     delete senderNode; 
     delete receiverNode; 
     delete tempTargetModule; 
     delete tempBaseModule;*/ 
 
} 
 
void Node::SetCoordinate() { 
 
    int corX = 0; 
    int corY = 0; 
    int startAfterX = 5; 
    int endBeforeX = netSizeX-5; 
    int startAfterY = 1; 
    int endBeforeY = netSizeX-1; 
 
    //Take Rand value >10 and <=750 
    do { 
        corX = intrand(netSizeX); //old = 800 
    } while (corX <= startAfterX || corX >= endBeforeX); //Old 10,750 
 
    do { 
        corY = intrand(netSizeY); 
    } while (corY <= startAfterY || corY >= endBeforeY); //old 70, 550 
 
    this->X = corX; 
    this->Y = corY; 
 
    getDisplayString().setTagArg("p", 0, corX); 
    getDisplayString().setTagArg("p", 1, corY); 
} 
 
void Node::ClusterHeadSelection(int roundNo) { 
 
    //ResetG(roundNo); 
 
    //Cound no of CH before reset 
    int noOfCH = 0; 
    noOfCH = getParentModule()->par("noOfCH"); 
    //Calculate noOf dead node before creating new node cluster 
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    getParentModule()->par("noOfCluster") = 0; //Reset number of cluster 
    getParentModule()->par("noOfCH") = 0; //Reset number of cluster head 
 
    int noOfNodeDied = getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied"); 
 
    ThresholdCheck(); 
 
    WriteDeadNodeHistory(noOfNodeDied, roundNo - 1); 
    WriteNetworkEnergyHistory(roundNo - 1); 
    CountCH(roundNo - 1, noOfCH); 
    CountSinkPacket(roundNo - 1); 
    CountThroughput(roundNo - 1); 
 
    //Reset parameter for each round 
    ResetParam(); 
 
/*    double netRemainingEnergy = (double) (getParentModule()->par( 
            "totalRemainingEnergy")); 
    if (netRemainingEnergy <= thresholdEnergy) { 
        endSimulation(); 
    }*/ 
 
    double temp_rand; 
    double p = clusterHeadPercentage; 
    int roundNumber = roundNo; 
    double distance = 0.0; 
    int noOfCluster = 0; 
    noOfCH = 0; 
 
 
    if (roundNo % (int) (round)(1 / p) == 0 && roundNo != 0) { 
        //if (roundNo % 5 == 0) { 
        //EV<<"Resetting node: " <<endl; 
        //endSimulation(); 
        ResetG(roundNo); 
    } 
 
 
    //Initially reset all node as normal node 
    for (int i = 0; i < noOfWirelessNode; i++) { 
        tempModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", i); 
        tempNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempModule); 
        tempNode->type = 'N'; 
        tempNode->CHIndex = 0; 
    } 
 
    //Cluster head selection: Choose CH from all nodes 
    for (int i = 0; i < noOfWirelessNode; i++) { 
        //EV << "Id : " << i << endl; 
        tempModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", i); 
        tempNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempModule); 
 
        EV<<"Round: " <<roundNo <<" Node: " <<i<<" G: " <<tempNode->G <<endl; 
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        //EV<<"G: " <<tempNode->G<<endl; 
//        if(roundNo == 160 && i>48) 
//        { 
//            endSimulation(); 
//        } 
 
 
        if (tempNode->batteryPower > 0.0) { 
            temp_rand = dblrand(); //Generate a random variable 0 to 1 
 
            if (tempNode->G <= 0) { 
 
                //if(temp_rand<= (p/(1-p*mod(r,round(1/p)))))  % Our recharch point 
 
// 
 
 
                double rechargeValue = p 
                        / (1 - p * (roundNumber % (int) (round)(1 / p))); 
 
 
                if (temp_rand <= rechargeValue) { 
 
                    noOfCH = getParentModule()->par("noOfCH"); 
                    noOfCH = noOfCH + 1; 
                    getParentModule()->par("noOfCH") = noOfCH; 
                    //EV << "CH no: " << noOfCH << endl; 
                    tempNode->type = 'C'; //Cluster node 
 
                    //Populate global CH list 
                    //String conversion Begin 
                    char buffer[33]; 
                    itoa(i, buffer, 10); 
                    std::string strCH(buffer); 
 
                    if (noOfCH <= 1) { 
                        getParentModule()->par("lstCH") = strCH; 
                    } else { 
 
                        std::string prevList = getParentModule()->par("lstCH"); 
                        getParentModule()->par("lstCH") = prevList + "," 
                                + strCH; 
 
                    } 
 
                    tempNode->G = round(1 / p) - 1; 
 
                    distance = CalculateDistanceToBS(i); 
 
                    tempNode->distanceToBS = distance; 
 
                    noOfCluster = getParentModule()->par("noOfCluster"); 
                    getParentModule()->par("noOfCluster") = noOfCluster + 1; 
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                    //EV<<"DO: " << tempNode->Do <<endl; 
                    //EV<<"distanceToBS" << tempNode->distanceToBS <<endl; 
 
                    if (tempNode->distanceToBS > tempNode->Do) { 
                        tempNode->CHETx = (tempNode->ETX + tempNode->EDA) 
                                * (4000) 
                                + tempNode->Emp * 4000 
                                        * (distance * distance * distance 
                                                * distance); 
 
                        //EV<<"CHETx" << tempNode->CHETx <<endl; 
                        //endSimulation(); 
                    } 
                    if (tempNode->distanceToBS <= tempNode->Do) { 
                        tempNode->CHETx = (tempNode->ETX + tempNode->EDA) 
                                * (4000) 
                                + tempNode->Efs * 4000 * (distance * distance); 
                    } 
 
                    //Energy loss of CH to receive data 
                    tempNode->CHERx = (ERX + EDA) * 4000; 
                } 
            } 
 
        } 
    } 
 
//    if(roundNumber == 10) 
//       { 
//           //EV<<"rechargeValue: " <<rechargeValue <<endl; 
//           endSimulation(); 
//       } 
} 

 
void Node::ClusterFormation(int roundNo) { 
 
    int noOfCluster = getParentModule()->par("noOfCluster"); 
 
    for (int i = 0; i < noOfWirelessNode; i++) { 
        tempModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", i); 
        tempNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempModule); 
 
        //if(noOfCluster-1 >= 1) 
        int minDistance = 32000;    //infinity 
        int minDistToCluster = 0; 
 
        cModule *tempCHModule; 
        Node *tempCHNode; 
        int tempDistance = 0; 
 
        if (tempNode->type == 'N' && tempNode->batteryPower > 0) { 
            //for each CH 
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            for (int ch = 0; ch < noOfWirelessNode; ch++) { 
                tempCHModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", ch); 
                tempCHNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempCHModule); 
                if (tempCHNode->type == 'C') { 
                    //EV << "CH: " << ch << endl; 
                    tempDistance = std::min(minDistance, 
                            CalculateDistance(i, ch)); 
 
                    if (tempDistance < minDistance) { 
                        minDistance = tempDistance; 
                        tempNode->CHIndex = ch; 
                        //min_dis_cluster=c; 
                    } 
 
                } else { 
                    continue; 
                } 
            } 
 
            //EV << "Node index: " << i << " CH: " << tempNode->CHIndex << endl; 
        } 
 
 
        if(getIndex() == 0) 
        { 
            EV<<"distance: " <<minDistance <<endl; 
        } 
 
        //skip the rest of the calculation for cluster head 
         if(tempNode->type == 'C') 
         { 
             continue; 
         } 
 
 
        if (minDistance > Do) { 
            tempNode->NETX = ETX * (4000) 
                    + Emp * 4000 
                            * (minDistance * minDistance * minDistance 
                                    * minDistance); 
        } 
 
        if (minDistance <= Do) { 
            tempNode->NETX = ETX * (4000) 
                    + Efs * 4000 * (minDistance * minDistance); 
        } 
    } 
 
    // TIME AND ENERGY CALCULATION FOR NODE REPLICATION 
 
 
 
       double processEnergy=5*0.000000001; 
       double EDA=10*0.000000000001; 
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       int pathLen=55; 
 
 
       int numberOfNodes=noOfWirelessNode; 
      // ev<<"Nodes: "<<noOfWirelessNode; 
       int numberOfSegment=3;//$numberOfNodes*0.1; 
       double energyForInsNodes=0; 
       double energyForMemNodes=0; 
       double totalEnergyLoss=0; 
       double evgEnergyLoss=0; 
      int  numberOfMemNodes=numberOfNodes-numberOfSegment; 
 
      //CALCULATION FOR TRANSMITTING MASSEGE OF INSPECTION NODES 
      for(int i=1;i<=numberOfSegment;i++) 
      { 
          energyForInsNodes+=EDA*30; 
          energyForInsNodes+=processEnergy; 
      } 
 
 
      for(int i=0;i<numberOfMemNodes;i++) 
      { 
          energyForMemNodes+=processEnergy*pathLen; 
          energyForMemNodes+=EDA*30; 
      } 
      totalEnergyLoss+=energyForInsNodes+energyForMemNodes; 
 
 
      evgEnergyLoss=totalEnergyLoss/numberOfNodes; 
 
     // ev<< "Evg Energy Loss="<<evgEnergyLoss; 
 
 
 
 
 
   //TIME INTERVAL CALCULATION 
 
   double repNodeCome=0; 
 
   int sec=500; 
   int count=0; 
   int repNodeIndex=0; 
   int finalTime=0; 
 
int countRepNode=0; 
int maxRepNodes=numberOfMemNodes*0.1; 
   int numOfRepNode=uniform(0,4); 
 
int numOfRepNodes=maxRepNodes; 
   for(int s=1;s<=numOfRepNodes;s++) 
   { 
       repNodeCome=0; 
       count=0;repNodeCome=0; repNodeIndex=-1; 
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       for(int i=0;i<numberOfMemNodes/numOfRepNodes;i++) 
       { 
 
           //OTHER CALCULATION WILL BE GO HERE 
           if(repNodeCome==0) 
           repNodeCome=uniform(0,2); 
 
if(repNodeCome!=-5&&repNodeCome>=1) 
           ev<<endl<<" repNodeComeVal="<<repNodeCome; 
 
 
                       if(repNodeCome>=1 && repNodeCome!=999 && repNodeCome!=1000) 
                       { 
                           countRepNode++; 
                           ev<<endl<<endl<<countRepNode<<" Replica Node has come!"; 
                           repNodeCome=999; 
                           repNodeIndex=uniform(0,noOfWirelessNode/numOfRepNodes); 
 
 
                       } 
 
 
                       if( repNodeCome==1000) 
                       { 
                           ev<<endl<<"Replica Node Detected!"; 
                           repNodeCome=-5; 
 
                       } 
 
           if(repNodeCome==999) 
               count++; 
               //$count=$s; 
                           if(i==repNodeIndex) 
                           {repNodeCome=1000; 
                             // break; 
                               finalTime+=count; 
                              // ev<<endl<< "Rep Node Detection Time: "<<count; 
                              // endSimulation(); 
                           } 
 
 
                 //  if(i==repNodeIndex) 
                 ////  {       // break; 
                  //     finalTime+=count; 
                      // ev<<endl<< "Rep Node Detection Time: "<<count; 
                       //endSimulation(); 
                  // } 
 
   } 
   } 
 
 
 
   double avgTime=finalTime/countRepNode; 
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   //ev<<endl<<"Replica Node Detection Time: "<<finalTime<<" Avg Time:"<<avgTime; 
   ev<<endl<<"Replica Node Detection Avg Time:"<<avgTime; 
   ev<<endl<< "Evg Energy Loss="<<evgEnergyLoss; 
 
 
 
} 
 
custMsg* Node::CreateCustMsg(const char *name) { 
 
//    if(strcmp("Beacon", name) == 0 || strcmp("Preamble", name) == 0 || 
strcmp("ACK", name) == 0 ) 
//    { 
//        this->countControlPkt++; 
//    } 
// 
    custMsg *createMsg = new custMsg(name); 
    createMsg->setPacketGenerateTime(simTime().dbl()); 
    createMsg->setPacketReachTime(simTime().dbl()); 
 
    createMsg->setSourceId(getIndex()); // Set source node's index for the message 
 
//    int curMsgId = getParentModule()->par("gMessageId"); 
//    curMsgId = curMsgId + 1; 
//    createMsg->setMessageId(curMsgId); 
//    getParentModule()->par("gMessageId") = curMsgId; 
 
    return createMsg; 
} 
 
int Node::CalculateDistance(int senderIndex, int receiverIndex) { 
 
    int senderX, senderY, receiverX, receiverY, baseDistance; 
 
    cModule *senderNode; 
    cModule *receiverNode; 
    Node *tempTargetModule; 
 
    senderNode = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", senderIndex); 
    receiverNode = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", receiverIndex); 
 
    tempTargetModule = check_and_cast<Node *>(senderNode); 
    senderX = tempTargetModule->X; 
    senderY = tempTargetModule->Y; 
 
    tempTargetModule = check_and_cast<Node *>(receiverNode); 
    receiverX = tempTargetModule->X; 
    receiverY = tempTargetModule->Y; 
 
    baseDistance = (int) sqrt( 
            (receiverX - senderX) * (receiverX - senderX) 
                    + (receiverY - senderY) * (receiverY - senderY)); 
 
    return baseDistance; 
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} 
 
//Not used 
void Node::TempDataSendToCH() { 
    int noOfCH = getParentModule()->par("noOfCH"); 
    EV << "DataSendToCH, No of CH: " << noOfCH << endl; 
 
    std::string lstCH = getParentModule()->par("lstCH"); 
 
    EV << "CH Lists: " << lstCH << endl; 
    cUtility *objcUtility = new cUtility; 
    std::vector<std::string> result = objcUtility->split(lstCH, ','); 
    std::vector<int> vlstCH = objcUtility->convertToInt(result); 
 
    for (int i = 0; i < vlstCH.size(); i++) { 
        EV << "Converted CH: " << vlstCH[i] << endl; 
    } 
 
    //endSimulation(); 
    for (int ch = 0; ch < vlstCH.size(); ch++) { 
        int destNodeIndex = vlstCH[ch]; 
        tempDestModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", destNodeIndex); 
        tempDestNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempDestModule); 
 
        for (int i = 0; i < noOfWirelessNode; i++) { 
            tempSrcModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", i); 
            tempSrcNode = check_and_cast<Node *>(tempSrcModule); 
            if (tempSrcNode->CHIndex == destNodeIndex 
                    && tempSrcNode->type == 'N') { 
                EV << "Node index: " << i << "CH index: " << destNodeIndex 
                          << endl; 
 
                int queueLen = tempSrcNode->dataQueue->length(); 
                if (queueLen > 0) { 
                    cObject *cObj = tempSrcNode->dataQueue->pop(); 
                    custMsg *qMsg = check_and_cast<custMsg *>(cObj); 
                    //sendDirect(qMsg, baseModule, "radioIn"); 
                } 
 
                //endSimulation(); 
//                cObject *cObj = dataQueue->pop(); 
//                custMsg *qMsg = check_and_cast<custMsg *>(cObj); 
//                sendDirect(qMsg, baseModule, "radioIn"); 
 
            } 
        } 
 
    } 
 
   // endSimulation(); 
 
} 
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void Node::TempDataSendToSink() { 
} 
 
void Node::SendDataToCH() { 
 
    int noOfNodeDied = getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied"); 
    int destNodeIndex = this->CHIndex; 
    tempDestModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("node", destNodeIndex); 
 
    int queueLen = dataQueue->length(); 
 
    if (queueLen > 0) { 
        cObject *cObj = dataQueue->pop(); 
        custMsg *qMsg = check_and_cast<custMsg *>(cObj); 
 
        if (this->batteryPower > 0) { 
            this->batteryPower = this->batteryPower - this->NETX; 
 
            if (this->batteryPower <= 0) { 
                noOfNodeDied++; 
                getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied") = noOfNodeDied; 
 
                if (noOfNodeDied == 1) { 
                    getParentModule()->par("fstNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
                } 
 
                if (noOfNodeDied == 10) { 
                    getParentModule()->par("tenNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
                } 
 
                if (noOfNodeDied == noOfWirelessNode) { 
                    getParentModule()->par("allNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
                } 
 
                deadTime = simTime().dbl(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        //Added to calculate throughput 
        noDataSentToCH = getParentModule()->par("noDataSentToCH"); 
        getParentModule()->par("noDataSentToCH") = noDataSentToCH + 1; 
 
        sendDirect(qMsg, tempDestModule, "radioIn"); 
    } 
 
} 
 
void Node::SendDataToSink() { 
 
    int noOfNodeDied = getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied"); 
    sinkModule = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("sink"); 
 
    int queueLen = chDataQueue->length(); 
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    int noPacketSentToSink = getParentModule()->par("noPacketSentToSink"); 
    getParentModule()->par("noPacketSentToSink") = noPacketSentToSink + queueLen; 
 
    while (queueLen > 0) { 
        cObject *cObj = chDataQueue->pop(); 
        custMsg *qMsg = check_and_cast<custMsg *>(cObj); 
        sendDirect(qMsg, sinkModule, "radioIn"); 
        queueLen--; 
    } 
 
    //chDataQueue->empty(); 
    //->clear(); //Clear after sending data. 
 
    //added to calculate throughput 
    noDataSentToSink = getParentModule()->par("noDataSentToCH"); 
    getParentModule()->par("noDataSentToSink") = noDataSentToSink; 
 
    if (this->batteryPower > 0) { 
        this->batteryPower = this->batteryPower - this->CHETx; 
 
        if (this->batteryPower <= 0) { 
            noOfNodeDied++; 
            getParentModule()->par("noOfNodeDied") = noOfNodeDied; 
            deadTime = simTime().dbl(); 
 
            if (noOfNodeDied == 1) { 
                getParentModule()->par("fstNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
            } 
 
            if (noOfNodeDied == 10) { 
                getParentModule()->par("tenNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
            } 
 
            if (noOfNodeDied == noOfWirelessNode) { 
                getParentModule()->par("allNodeDieRound") = roundNumber; 
            } 
        } 


